
Incontrovertible PROOF that Einstein was Wrong, and 
A New Unified Theory of Physics 
 
Hello visitor, 
I have found a revolutionary new theory of the 
universe that puts Einstein to shame. My new theory 
explains everything there is to explain, including the 
beginning and end of the universe, the nature of time 
and space, and the relationship between matter and 
energy, as well as the smallest constituents of matter. 
My theory also disproves Einstein, and I have 
conclusively demonstrated that E DOES NOT equal 
mc squared.  
 
The global scientific conspiracy has oppressed me and 
prevented me from revealing my groundbreaking 
insights. They have conspired to reject my articles 
for publication, intimidate, harass, blackmail, and 
otherwise threaten me into submission, and portray 
me as laughing-stock for the whole scientific 
community. They can't stand that I'm the next 
Galileo, and that my new theory disproves their saint 
Einstein. Also, my new theory shows that jet fuel 
can't melt steel beams, but they want to stop me 
from revealing the Illuminati conspiracy that controls 
the media, government, scientific establishment, 
military, financial institutions, and global corporations. 



 
I advise you to read my paper carefully, as my new 
theory is the greatest step forward in humankind's 
knowledge of the cosmos in our entire history. Also, if 
you want to defeat the establishment that oppresses 
me for my revolutionary ideas and "conspiracy 
theories", please show your support for Donald Trump 
2016. Also, support youtuber TheVigilantChristian as 
he works to expose the Illuminati Media. 
 
==Einstein Was Wrong: PROOF== 
Before I explain my new theory, first I will 
demonstrate that Einstein was wrong. Einstein's 
equation is 
E=mc^2 (E is energy, m is matter, c is light) 
But this can't be right. This says then that light 
times light times matter equals energy. But light 
doesn't have a mass, so how can you have mass times 
light times light? That's an oxymoron, because light 
and matter (mass) are opposites. Light is pure energy. 
So it doesn't make sense to say that, to get energy, 
you have to multiple light by matter. Light just is 
energy--and it doesn't make sense that you have to 
square it either. 
So, Einstein's equation doesn't make sense, because 
we know that light is energy, but his equation says 
that you can't get energy from light without squaring 



it and multiplying it by matter. But since light has a 
pressure, as experiments have shown (for example, 
the whole idea of a light sail), we know that light 
carries energy all by itself. The photoelectric effect, 
that light can hit electrons and make them move, also 
means that light can carry energy all by itself. But 
Einstein's equation says that, in order to have energy, 
you need to square the light and then multiply by some 
matter. So you need two light beams (the light 
squared) and matter to unlock the energy. But since 
light carries energy by itself without matter, this is 
wrong. 
 
Everything in relativity is built on this equation which 
negates everything we know about light. So relativity 
is ALL WRONG. Time dilation is built on this equation, 
so it is wrong, and so is length contraction. General 
relativity is undeniably wrong. How can light NOT be 
energy? How could it be that you need matter and two 
light beams (the c^2) to unlock light's energy? 
 
==The Light Postulate== 
My new theory, called the Zhompson Unified Theory, 
is based on one axiom: energy is pure light. In 
symbols, 
E=c 
so, all energy is, is light. Conversely, light is pure 



energy, and all light beams have energy.  
 
This means that all energetic phenomena are literally 
made of light. Anything moving has kinetic energy, and 
this kinetic energy, by E=c, is just light. Atomic are 
held together by bonds of energy, which are just 
bonds of light.  
 
According to this unified theory, the world consists 
of two ingredients: matter, and light. All matter is 
actually stationary in an eternal fixed void. Any 
matter that is "moving" (has kinetic energy) is just a 
mixture of stationary matter and light. Furthermore, 
matter held together by molecular forces is actually 
held together by light beams. 
 
All these phenomena are described by the simple 
equation 
E=c, 
the Zhompson equation. 
 
==What is Time?== 
According to the Zhompson Unified Field Theory, 
time is MATTER combined with LIGHT. Matter 
moving has a kinetic energy. This is just light, by E=c. 
So, moving matter is simply stationary matter 
combined with particular light beams. 



 
So time doesn't exist. Everything is eternal matter 
stationary in a fixed eternal void. The appearance of 
motion, or energy, or interaction, is simply the 
combination of stationary matter with light. Light, 
void, and matter define the world. 
 
==What are Forces?== 
Forces have energy. Energy is just light. Two pieces 
of matter held together by a force, are held together 
by a light beam. If the force causes them to move, 
making kinetic energy, then the pieces of matter 
themselves become mixed with light. 
 
Thus, there are two kinds of light: 
1. Light beams connecting two things. These light 
beams hold things together like a rubber band. These 
light beams are what we call the "potential energy" of 
the force, and the amount of light corresponding to a 
certain amount of force energy is given by the 
Zhompson equation E=c. 
 
2. Light mixed with matter. When matter appears to 
move, it is actually just mixed with light. The kinetic 
energy of the motion is E=c, with c the amount of 
light mixed in. No matter actually moves, it just gets 
mixed with light, giving it what we call kinetic energy. 



 
==Time Revisited== 
Matter is stationary in a fixed eternal void, is eternal, 
and never changes. So time is an illusion in that sense. 
But light can change, and the light beams holding 
together matter can transform into the light mixed 
into matter, and so on. So light can change. 
 
So, time is an illusion, because matter never changes. 
Time is actually changing light. When light changes 
time goes forward. Nothing changes but light, so 
matter is eternal and the void is eternal, but light 
keeps changing and switching and defining time. 
 
So, TIME IS CHANGING LIGHT; TIME IS NOT 
CHANGING MATTER. 
MATTER NEVER CHANGES; TIME IS DEFINED BY 
LIGHT. 
 
==Gravity== 
Gravity is the universal light beam that exists 
between all matter defined by their distances from 
each other. Gravity is the basic light beam. The 
amount of light in Gravity is defined as 
E=c, with E Gravity energy, c the amount of light. 
 
Other forces are less universal; they're like selective 



light beams. 
 
==Beginning of the Universe== 
Matter and the void always existed, but the universe 
began when one sphere of light exploded with its 
energy, spreading light everywhere. 
 
==End of the Universe== 
The universe will end when the light becomes so 
diffuse that it freezes, and light is gone. 
 
==The Conspiracy== 
The global illuminati establishment has oppressed me 
for I am the next Galileo. Also, my theory 
demonstrates that jet fuel can't melt steel beams. 
Energy is needed to make steel melt, but energy is 
pure light. The government experimented with pure 
light on their secret base in Alaska, where they got 
UFO energy. This experiment was called the DARPA 
Alien Retrieval Mechanism. So they needed pure light 
according to this theory to do it, which the aliens 
gave them. Obama himself is an alien. 
 
I have been persecuted by the establishment for 
brining these ideas to light. My papers haven't even 
been accepted by Nature or Physical Review. Please 
support Donald Trump in 2016 to defeat the 



Establishment. Also support youtube celebrity 
TheVigilantChristian as he works to expose the 
Illuminati media conspiracy. 
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